What do you get with RapidResponse?

✔ Complete set of 900+ pre-built formative testlets
✔ Over 4,250 high quality ELA & math items
✔ Specifically designed to inform immediate instruction and re-teaching
✔ Built directly to each new more rigorous State Standard
✔ Online or paper/pencil test administration
✔ Flexibility to create & customize with test items
✔ Rigorous item creation & vetting process

State Standards ELA

- 1500 quality ELA items
- 70% of items with DOK 2, 3, or 4
- Grade-level appropriate text with varying complexity levels
- Items written to address Reading Literature, Informational Text, Foundational Skills plus Language & Writing

RapidResponse Assessments

- Short cycle assessments allow teachers to closely track student and class progress
- One standard per assessment
- Six unique items per standard
- Balance of Depth of Knowledge (DOK) Levels
- Innovative & traditional item types
- Easily administered in 20-30 min

State Standards Math

- 2750 unique Mathematics items
- Items written to meet the rigor of SBAC / PARCC items
- Mathematical practice standards incorporated
- Mathematical content standards fully addressed
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Unlock the New State Standards
What is RapidResponse?

RapidResponse is a premiere Formative Assessments collection written specifically to inform and support classroom instruction and the re-teaching loop. Teachers quickly administer ready testlets targeted at one single state standard at a time at ongoing intervals throughout the school year. Each six-item assessment provides meaningful and timely feedback on class and individual student understanding. Teachers also have the flexibility to develop their own custom tests using the RapidResponse unique and high-quality test items.

As demanded by the new state standards, count on RapidResponse to fully address the range of Depth of Knowledge and cognitive levels necessary, as well as the new standards rigor.

Why RapidResponse?

- Premiere bank of targeted assessments
- Provides clear, timely view to class and individual student understanding standard by standard
- 900+ preconfigured short cycle testlets
- Access to over 4,250 high-quality ELA & Math items
- Each testlet targets a single standard
- Traditional and new Technology Enhanced Items
- Balanced DOK levels in each testlet
- Reading passages written to address Literature, Informational Text, Foundational Skills, Language, and Writing
- Items written to meet rigor of SBAC/PARCC items
- Grade-level appropriate text with varying complexity
- Rubrics included for ease of teacher scoring
- Constructed response item rubrics included for ease of teacher scoring

Available Item Types

- Constructed Response
- Evidence-based Selected Response
- Explicit Constructed Response
- Gap match
- Multiple Choice
- Multiple Binary
- Order Items
- Hot Text
- Inline Choice

Available Content Areas

- English Language Art
- Mathematics
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